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Co-edHospitalized; Roommates
Criticize Health Care
By STEVEN J. LEBOW,
Ellen Mower's problems began at
jwroximately 6:00 p.m. on Sunday,
october 26. After trying to 19iiQre
lIven cbest pains, she finally
IOmplained about breathing
4i1ficulties to her roomates, Elda
Ifu1ger and Donna Demarco.
"SIle kept saying, 'I'm having
lrOublebreathing, I'm having trouble
~reathing,·" said Ms. Minger.
rrightenedbyEllen's condition, her
rOOmates referred to the college
phonebook for the emergency
lumber.
"The pbone book instructs you
to call the college physician before
ealling the emergency number,"
;aid Ms. Minger. Dialing Dr.
11IcCann'snumber, she received the
I
recorded message that "he will be
back in the office on Monday
Imorning." Realizing that the doctor
i!OUldnot be contacted, she had the
'(gerator call the emergency squad.
'They came immediately and took
Ellen to Mercy Hospital.
Ellen .as treated by Dr. James
Kennedy,former Kenyonphysician,
rbo x-rayed her and gave her some
pain killers. SJlereturned to Kenyon
IJ'Ound9:00p.m., but the worst was
)'et to come.
"At 11:00 that night," Ms.
llinger explained, "she came out
lith tears in her' eyes and said, 'I
ean'tsleep,thepainis really, really
baC!, I can't breathe: ",
Frightened by Ellen's inability tQ
breathe,the roommates called the
~rator.
"We began to panic and needed
advice,"said Minger. "We told the
Kenyonoperator that Ellen was
having trouble breathing and could
DOt lie down." '
The' roommates alked for the
doctor's home number, but the
<peratorexplainedthatsbe could not
nve it out. In.tead, the operator
calledDr. McCannand then relayed
hack some general information.
"I assume that the operator told
thedoctor that Ellen was baving
!rouble breathing," said Ms.
Ilinger, "maybe tbey got their
signals crossed. We were getting
angry, as well as scared, so we
called the emergency squad again,"
Once more the squad came and
took Ellen to the hus p t t a l .
Hospitalized Sunday night.. Mercy:
doctors rtrst diagnosed Ellen's
problem as pleurisy. While she was
hospitalized for nine days the
doctors diagnosed, at various times,
hepatitis, ,mononeucleosis, liver
damage, and viral pneumonia. They
fmally seWed on viral pneumonia.
Ms. Minger and Ms. Demarco,
upset by their inability to get
adequate advice from Dr. McCannon
Sunday night, went to speak to
President Jordan on Monday
afternoon,
"He agreed that Kenyon needs
more adequate health care," said
Ms. Minger, "He was very
understanding. "
But she andMs.Demarco had less
than kind words to say about the
overall health care Kenyonstudents
receive.
"We needed someone to give
advice, and we didn't find it in the
college physician," said Ms.
Mingllr. "He could've called and
talked to Ellen."
BothMs.Min«er andMs. Demarco
expressed dismay at not having
HealthService personnel on hand on
Sundays and at nights.
"I'don't think that that's
necessary," said Dr. James
McCann, college physician. "There
are ways to get students to the
hospital if they're sick."
"We couldat least haveone doctor
on call in the morning and one at
night," said Ms. Demarco. "It
seems a bit odd that in a residential
college you wouldn't have a doctor
who lives right in the community."
Both had high praise for the
emergency squad, but expressed
general dissatisf.action with the
Health Service.
, "Uanother emrgency occurs, I'll
just call the rescue squad
immediately and forget about the
doctor," said Ms. Minger. Both
Dr. JIIeCann
women wer,e also angry about the
limited time that Dr: McCannis on
campus and recommended
"expanded medical care on the
weekend."
~s. Mower was not quite as
critical as her roommates.
"I just think it's awfully striLnge
that Dr. McCanndidn't show up the
nightl wasadmitted to the hospital, "
was all she said. She returned to
Kenyon on _Tuesday to rest before
returning to classes.
Tach, Mindes
Vie In Runoff;
Prince _Elected
Yice-President
Jerry Mindes and Tom Toch will
vie (orStu~nt CouncilPresident in a
run-off election scheduled for toda,y
and tomorrow.
Mark Prince was the students'
choice for Council Vice-President
Victories came to Vicki Wyatt
(Secretary) and !like Spetrino
(Treasuer) who ran unopposed.
Freshmen And,yConn and Toby
Lewis were elected to Senate.
George Radlick carried the vote
for President of the Senior class.
,
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f By DAVIDMeDONOUGHOnNovember 1, WKCOjoin~ a Warner Bros. to resume service.nation-wide boycott of all Warner About85.percento(the300 members
Brothers Reprise records. The of IBS are participating, including
boycott, organized by the WRUV, Case Western Reserve's
Intercollegiate Broadcasting s.tation, which broadcasts in
Service, will continue until CLeveland, and WIDB of the
Thanksgiving break in protest of University of Illinois, which reaches
Warner Bros. 's discontinuation of over 70,000people'in Urbana, DI.
free promotional record service to Adding to, the possible
college radio stattions across the consequences of WKCO's
nation. participation inthe boycott is the fact
Promotional records, which tharJessie Colin Young, a Warner
WKCOstationmanager Tom Hudson Bros. artist, will appear in the
said make up 80-90percent of their fieldhouse November 15. in light of
libraQ, are essential to the .lIurival this,· Bill Geist, the station's
of any college radio station. programming director, felt that "as
Warner's is nowdemanding a $150 small as we are, we will be in a
yearly subscription fee for receipt of position to do major damage." to
promotional records. The company Warner Bros. sales. Although initial
tried this ten years ago on ~ans to refuse to run commercials
commercial radio stations, but was for the concert were dropped, the
forced toback downwhen a two-ancI- promotional spots WKCOwill run
a-nair week boycott sent sales will contain no music.in.return, the
plummeting. Social Committee will print notices
"UWarner Brothers does this this of the boycott on its fiyers for the
year, Columbia, Capitol, and RCA concert.
will be doing it next year, which According to Hudson, the boycott
would push college radio stations Isaimedprimarily"togetareaction
rtitat out of business," lamented from listeners more than stop them
Hudson. ' from buying Warner Reprise
Inaddition to the boycott,DJs from records," althoughhe admits that it
participating stations will conduct a could "influence their record.buying
letter-writing campaign urging habit5."
College Enforces Pet Ban; Cat Shot
B.J GILLIAN TEWELES
"Ourpolicyconce~animaJsat
Kenyonis pretty straightforward,"
eXplained Director of Student
Housing Ross Fraser, "No pets
allowed!"
Yet, despite this regulation, eaeh
year man,yKenyonstudents adoptand
buy stra,y and wild animals. One
student who tired in Wat50n two
years ago is said tohave madea cage
for somemice whichhecaught·!n his
dorm by replaeing the doors of the
cupboard abovehis closet with little
bars. Other students have had cats,
dogs, fish, turtles, rabbits, birdl,
makes and ducks living with them.
But when the violators have been
caught the rules have been enforced.
f Cat Shot
Ii Holly Maclssac returned from
, October bre'aJtthis year to find bel'
cat missing from her room. Securit3'
had shot it.
Maclssac was never informed of
this, however. instead, security told
afriendofhers wbobad been caring
for the cat inher absence that it "had
been taken and dumpedOff near the
river." Itwas not until the ColJ.eciua
approached Ross Fraser, Director
of Student Housiag, that the true
story came out.
Accordina to Fraser, Room
Inspector Charles Jacobs heard tile
cat crying inside Maelssac's room in
Mather and reported it direcUy to
him. F--rasersaid that he had "seen
animals abandonlld before and.. .had
nowayof knowingthat theanimal was
being cared for." Hethereforeasked
Security togive it to the local pound.
Butthepound does not accept cats, so
Security tried referring the matter
to the KItOJ[COnDtySberitl"s Office.
The SbertH, however, declared.tbat,
"there are no laws in the State of
Oblowhichpertaintocats, Wedo not
take (the) animals or get rid of
them." ConsequentI.Y, observed
Fraser, "Security did awaywith the
cat themselvea."
When asked to comment. on the
case, Chief Security Officer James
Cass replied, "It was an
insignificant matter, and I didn't pay
any attention to It. The ooly thing.1
knowia that' the Deputy in Gambier
was calledinonit. I don't knowwhat
happened-pets are not allowed On
campus andcan be a real nW&ance."
Aslled to' comment on the State's
policy concemina cats, Cass said,
"'l"hingscan be doneoffthe record."
Fraser claimed that he personallY
had no prior Imowledge of the
shooting and termed it "an
unfortunate and unusuaJ" sibaation.
"This isnot someth. we Iille to do
or practice regularly. This is the
first time anything like this has
happened this year," he said.
"However," he added, "the eat's
presence in the dorm was a violation
of a college rule and one we had to
deal with."
Hadthe cat been discovered during
one of the periodic Health,
Maintenance, and Safety surveys
takenwhile school is in session, its
death might have been prevented.
The owner of the pet, according to
Fraser, wouldhavebeen notified and
toldtogetridofthe animal within 24
hours. (AlthoughFraser added that
"ext8nsionsare sometimes granted
ifthestudenthas made plans to take
the animal offcampus within several
days.)
Maclssac, when finally told of the
fate of her cat, said, "It was a
ridicl.lloutl and inhumane action. I
cared about the cat."
The Rationale
Fraser said that noprovisions are
made on the part of the college in
lookingafter the welfare of animals
on campus. "Part of the rationale
underlylng the rule aplnst haYinc
pets is that it is not in the best
welfare of the pets to be here to beIin
with. And if they are, the fact that
they're here Is solely tbe
responsibility 01 the person wbo
brings them bere."
Fraser explained that abandoDed
wild animals whlcb can no longer
fend for themselves are usually
turned over to the wildlife society.
Cats and dogs, however, present
quite another problem. ,
A spokesman for the Mt. Vernon
Dos Pound&aid,"Nobody in the area
does an,ytIdng for cats without
home&,. The pound only accepts
does." But while the cats are ollen
lett to suffer the extremes of coldand
hamger.The unwanted dogs are sent
oU to labratories for purposes of
reseanb and experimentation.
Health, aafety and cleanliness,
according to Mr. Fraser,
necessitates the ban 00 pets. He
claimed that many of the' viol.tioos
broueht to Ilis attentioo were the
result of studtmt complaints apinst
the existence of animals kept by
other students "ithin their
residential areas.
Last winter, Rick Nunez '75 was
put up in the AlwnniHouselor a night
a!'ter a dead boa constrictor was
discovered in the heating' system
outsldehisdoor. De snake, JWllor,
had escaped from Mark Jlcu'.
room, number 20 Watson, in tbe
spring of '74. Junior bad era"led
tbroup the.eatinc lI)'stem, down two
stories, crossed over to the other
.Ide of the haIl, and made It all tile
way bacltup to the ventilator outside
room 18. The snake sunf.ved widJaat
fOOd for senral mODtbs-but... dooe
in when tile beat waa blrDed down
over Christmas Vacatioll.
Pace 2
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THE KENYON COLLEGIAN
New Women's Center Hopes To Spread
Information; Stimulate Community
By GILLIAN TEWELES
"We are beginlting with a positive
outlook," stressed Lauren
Rosenbloom, co-organizer with Elda
MilUl:er and Michelle Werner of the
newly forming women's ce_nter,
"We'renolanti-Kenyonor anti-male
but pro-information, decision and
choice," she said. The group feels
that women in the Gambier
community have special needs, most
important of which are the
improvement of women's medical
facilities and the opportunity for
women faculty and students to get to
know one another.
The idea for a women's center was
formed during a dinner table
conversation earlier this yeae.
Werner, Minger and Rosenbloom
found that they shared certain
experiences and ideas about how they
might deal with some or the problems
which women confront at Kenyon.
"We wanted to begin with a small
steering group of people who were
really interested in working on the
project and who-had a lot oC hours
available, said Rosenbloom
The group met with Dean Give-ns,
discussedthepossibilityoC getting a
room for center activities, and
outlined their plans. The Dean
provided the women with information
and moral support.
The steering committee,
consisting of Minger, Rosenbloom,
Werner, Susan Rosenburg, Johanna
Pyle, Susan Bencuya, Judy Schrader ,
Leanne Grillo and Kathi Feinstein
held their first meeting before
October break. In order to gauge the
Kenyon community's interest in the
issue, the group drew up a petition
which asked for support in the
establishment of a women's center.
As' of November 3, about 450
signatures had been gathered.
Werner and Minger have held wing
meetings in the freshman dorms in
order to introduce them to the
project. Also, faculty women have
been interviewed. The response
from all approached has been
extremely enthusiastic. Aiready
many people have put time into the
project and others have offered their
support.
Last week the first meeting
between women faculty and students
was held. The faculty members who
attended were very interested in the
project and offered their time, help
and ideas. For instance, they
I,
Michelle Warner, Elda Mincer. Lauren Rosebloom
proposed the idea of training several
women to become medical
advocates. These women could be
prepared to answer questions on
subjects such as gynecological
exams and birth control. "Ceftain
women faculty members said they
would be prepared to talk about the
experience of a gynecological exam
and to make themselves available'to
accompany a student on her first
exam," said Rosenbloom.
Werner, Minger and Rosenbloom
have found much agreement among
women canvassed that the Health
service is inadequate in dealing with
gynecological matters. "The Health
.Serviee does not appear to even
consult a student's medical record
when giving them the Pill," added
Rosenbloom, "And it seems that
there is an inadequate amount of
information offered to students about
alternate means of birth control.
Their attitudes can be personally and
emotionally damaging." Dr. McCann
was notavailable to comment on this
statement. Nur-se Payne said,
"There is not a bit of truth there.
I'm sure the doctor is giving good
care to everyone who needs it. You
can't please everyone." The-
women's center is concerned that
women students are not aware of the
options which are available to them
for gynecological care. They will
provide information concerning
alternative health care. Said
Werner: "Idon'tthinkagynecologist
is something you should pick out of a
phone book." '
The center will be a place where
people can get together and talk about
things which concern them. They
hope to show films, have speakers
and organize workshops. "I feel that
there are opportunities in the
community for women to get
involved; for instance, the League of
Women 'Voters' and' the National
Organization of Women. We would
like to make people' more aware that
these opportunities exist and to
increase the opportunities," said
Rosenbloom. The center plans to
collect literature on everything from
birth control, abortion and rape to
long range concerns of women such
as marriage, pregnancy, childbirth
and divorce.
The women's center will try to
provide a situation in which women
faculty and students can get to know
one another. "Through the
fraternities, forty percent of the
male students at Kenyon are able to
meet informally with their male
professors. It is impoJ;.tant that
women estabtish a similar situation
for themselves," said Minger. "It'
would interesting, for instance to
speak with Joan Grimm about the
experience of being a woman in a
seminary, or to Joanne Diehl about
women in graduate schools or women
as faculty members," added
Werner.
The group has sjtoken with Dean
Edwards about getting a room for the
center, and will be planning' a budget
and applying for funds to get
speakers and purchase titerature.
CollegeMay Provide New Home
For Township Fire Department
Gambier's Fire Department needs
anewhome,and Kenyon College has
been asked to provide it.
Local officials feel the Fire
Departmenthas outgrown its present
facilities. D. Owen Handwerk, a
College Township Trustee said, "We
have' as many vehicles in that
building as we can, and also have the
school' bus garage rented down
behind the Wiggin Street schooL
When we want to have a class, such 'as
our Emergency Victim Care course,
we have to run a truck out in the
street and park it in the alley, to have
a place to set up chairs ... We are
badly in need of enough space to take
care of class-room activities, social
activities, and equipment
maintenance and parking areas."
The Fire Department is funded by
real estate taxes levied by the
Village of Gambier, and the College
Township. However, because
Kenyon's property is tax exempt, the
college has been paying for its fire \
protection with voluntary donations.
Donations between the years 1971-
1974 purchased the department's
emergency squad van.
Several months ago, the Township
.Board of Trustees approached the
college with a formal request for a
plot of land large enough to holda new
Fire House, in exchange for the old
Fire House site. A meeting of
Kenyon's Building and Grounds
committee, attended by three
trustees, seven members of the
administration and Grounds
Department, and three students was
held », and a lot near the old Coop
By VICKI BARKER
building was proposed. The Fire
Department turned it down.
"The site was too far away from
the center of town for our
volunteers," said Hobart Brown,
Gambier Fire Chief. "Wewouldhave
had to go too far to get our
equipment." He added that the
degree of incline in that area would
have made operations hazardous
during the winter months.
A second site behind Bexley Hall,
currently occupied by the town's
ailing water tower, was considered,
but never formally proposed. It was
rejected by the Grounds committee.
"Itwasturneddown primarily for
esthetic reasons," said Samuel
Lord, vice-President of Pinance., "I
was rather outspoken myself at that
meeting, and afterwards several
people said they agreed with."me ...
Where the old water tower is located
is not a big enough site for the Fire
Department's needs. They would
have had to expand the lot, which
would demand the removal of alot of
really nice trees, and demand the
razing of the Harcourt School
building. "
The latest s-tt e under
consideration is located behind Farr
Hall. PresenUy occupying the lot 'are
two parking lots and a faculty house.
The reception has been warm, though
qualified.
Mr. Lord: "We don't particularly
like to give those (the lots and house)
up, but we feel the need is
sufficient. "
Trustee Handwerk: "The aeea
offered has some draw-backs, but it
is much better than what we have at
present... I am fairly satisfied with
~t.'~
Chief Brown: "Fine, as far as the,
Fire Department goes."
Once the site has been selected,
the preclse nature of the new facility
will be a point under consideration.
"A very big part of what we're
thinking is that it can become a
community center," said Lord. "We
feel it's important to have a place
where local kids can go. There is
also a need for expanded town
facilities. We're hopeful this can
become a very valuable community
center ... 1think the Village generally
endorses the idea, and generally
endorses the location, but they
haven't taken any action yet." The
only stipulation, Lord added, is that
the college reserve the right to
review tile architect's plans, in
order to ensure that the design will
be compatible with Gund Commons,
which is across the street.
Mr. Handwerk agreed that the need
for,a community center was there,
whatever the site selected. "Mayor
Baer and I have discussed this," he
said, "and he is in favor offt. We (the
Township) have been working
together with the Village on this."
Providing a final site is agreed
upon with dispatch, and the Village
and Township agree on the funding,
and the college agrees with the
design, Gambier's new Fire House-
cum-community center will be
opening its doors as early as Spring
of 1977.
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The Fifth Gambier Folk Festival,
November I, 1975
THE KENYON COLLEGIAN
By BILL McCOWN
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To Appalachia,n folk singer Jean
Ritchie, folk songs are more than
just simple rorms of music. "They
were, and are ways of life almost
gone, but which must be preserved.
Some folks still sing the old music,
the real language of the hills, if you
know where to look for them, but they
sing with an apology to the young.
Because I want my children to hear
mymemories,1 pass on to them the
songs of my life."
The Kenyon community had a
chance to share with Miss Ritchie
some of these memories last
weekend at the fifth Gambier Folk
Festival. Along with the Red Clay
Ramblers, the Fast Flying Vestibule
andbluesman Robert Pete Williams,
Miss Ritchie brought to the Rosse
Hall audience stories era way of life
almost vanished and with these tales
the joys, struggles, sorrows and
lives that the voices of these
mountain people passed down to us in
their songs.
"We had fourteen children in our
family," Ritchie recalled, "I was the
youngest, with nine sisters and four
brothers. Every night after the
dishes and you can imagine howmany
dishes there were, we'd go out and
sing. Sometimes there were
instruments, but most of the time
we'd just sing.
"Just about every activity
involved singing," Miss Ritchie
continued. "W~'d sing in the fields
while we worked. The girls would .
sing while in the kitchen and, of
course, we'd sing at church. But
there wouldn't be any piano there.
The regular Baptists thought it would
be sinful. But you'd hear some of the
most beautiful music in the world at
our church. Sometimes a preacher
would get to preaching too hard, just
shouting and carrying on. When it
was getting time for him to quit and
he'd run over, the song leader would
just start si.nging, interrupting his
shouting so we could all get out on
time."
Miss Ritchie explained that if the
music was accompanied by an
instrument, itwas usually the simple
mountain instrument, the dulcimer.
"Originally nothing more than an
oblong box with four of five strings, it
was one of the only instruments we
hadinKentucky.ltwas easy to make
and anyone could play H, so you saw it
everywhere in the hills. All you do to
play it is make the note with one
string and drone a chord with the
rest. "
steooes
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'Black Waters'
But the stories and songs Ritchie
sang were not without bitterness. In
her hauntingly bitter ballad "Black
Waters", the Appalachian
songstress related how the coal
companies raped her homeland for
minerals.
"For fifty cents an acre, the coal
companies bought the rights to
minerals. Two generations ago
people didn't know anything about
strip mining. They never imagined
that the coal companies would dig
their farms and families off of the
land that had so long been theirs."
An altogether different picture of
distant days was presented by blues
guitarist Robert Pete Williams.
Soloing on accoustic amplified
guitar, Williams sings and plays in a
style reminiscent to delta bluesmen
LeadbellyandRobertJohnson, yet at
the same time throwing riffs and
b1ueslicks into his songs the way the
electric bluesmen of Chicago like
Muddy Waters and Albert King
perform.
"I don't try to copy nobod,y," the
elderly black bluesman explained. I.
just play. Playing is something that
gets into your blood. You just can't
help it. It's a release. Some folks
d,rink and others sing. When you play
the blues, you don't neednodope. You
just sing and play and the world is
better."
Withhissongs of poverty and lost
love, Williamti skillfully wove
stories of growing,llp poor,
"Some folks they are always
asking about my first guitar. Well, I
made it out of an old box. 1 mostly
learned to play chords on it. It
sounded alright. I used to sit on the
streetandputmy hat down and start
to sing real loud. Hooping and
For Complete Information
Phone or write:
1890 Northwest Blvd.
Columbus, Ohio 43212
(614) 486·9646~.
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Tbe Red CI.,.Ramblers infour part harmony at the Gambier Folk Festival.
hollering. People would leave me
money. That's how I got enough for
the first one I bought," a sixty-five
dollar instrument that he bought for
four dollars because "that's all the
money I had."
"I ain't really learned to play yet,
but Iget by." Much of the audience
would have disagreed with Williams'
assessmentof his talent, especially
after watching his fierce slide
playing, quick, always clean. -r don't
practice no more, I work. 1 load
scrap iron onto my truck and a
working man don't have much time to
practice. The songs Iplay now, I just
hear them. I'd be walking down the
street and I'd hear a tune. I'd catch it
and sing it. That's how you learn to
sing the blues. You just catch these
tunes."
Also joining Ritchie and Williams
on Friday night were the Red Clay
Ramblers, a bluegrass band from
North Carolina. Featur-ing Jim
Watson on guitar, Bill Hicks on
.fiddle, Mike Craver on piano and
Tommy Thompson on banjo, the
group claims two albums to their
credit and a role in the musical
Diamond Studs, which recently
playedinWashiDgton and New York.
Banjoist Thompson rs " a Kenyon
graduate, class of 1959, who was
returning for his first trip.
"That should say something about
the wj4YI felt about this place," he
laughed. "I majored in philosophy
and look where it got me." To the
crowd's applause and laughter he
responded, "Wow, I didn't know the
department had gotten that large."
When asked later about Mr.
Thompson, Dean Edwards smiled.
"Yes, I do remember him. He raised
quite a bit of hell while he was here."
The music of the Red Clay
Ramblers worked the way good
bluegrass should. It had people
stomping, yelling, hollering and
hooting for more. The roots of their
material varied. Minstrel SOngs, old
hills music, even ragtime tunes were
performed. Tommy "Wideload"
Thompson's impressive banjo
frequently led the group, all of which
had a chance to perform solo.
Rhythm was provided by Craver's
piano so well that the absence of a
string bass was not even noticeable.
When the members weren't soloing,
they fit together well, especially
Watson's guitar work and Hicks'
fiddle playing. ".
The Fast Flying Vestibule was the
last band to perform in Rosse. A
Washington, D.C. band billed as an
"Ir-ish bluegrass" group, they
seemed to be strictly neither, but
neither were they disappointing.
TIght and smoothed, they sailed
nicely over a wide range of songs,
mostly "oldtime country music",
but digressing to play an occasional
1930's pop tune or an Irish ballad.
Alan Oresky on fiddle, Doug Pell on
lead guitar, JoeStork'on bass, Jesse
Winch on guitar and banjo, and Terry
Winch on Irish accordian and tenor
banjo, all played solidly, at times
even superbly, especially Pell's
guitar work. Among their repertoire
included the traditional Irish songs,
"God Save Ireland" and the "Lakes
of Sligo" i
Oneoftheftmniest~oments in the
one hour set, and there were manr
competitors, was Terry Winch's
song"I'mGladl'mPrepared for the
Recession". Juxtaposed with an
older song about the hardships of life
in the crash of the thirties, Winch's
lyrics took shots at the outrage ot
payingfifieen cents for a phone can,
the immorality of Nixon's pardon and
the ineptness of Gerry Ford. "Mr.
Ford,you'requitecorrect, you ain't
no Lincoln. I'm surprised you can
even rmdyour way towork. You got a
whole lot of people on to thinking that
if NilCOOwas a crook, this one's a
jerk. "
"I guess it's folk music,"
explained Winch. "It's about the
cares olthe common people and right
now we all care about what they're
doing to our nation. Maybe someday
it will be old enough to put tax on a
folkways anthology."
Kenyon Today ConferenceTo Draw
Greater Support For College
In an effort to strengthen Ken,yon's
financial base, and promote the
college's nationwide reputation, a
"Kenyon Today" conference will be
held this weekend.
The guests' at this Initial
conference will be members of the
President's ASsociates, a cross,
section of alumni, parents, and
friends who are al ready financially
committed to Kenyon. In future
years, the college hopes to attract
new friends who will give financial
support. A second and more general
goal is to make Kenyon's name better
known across the country. The
conference is modeled alter a
similar program, held each year at
Princeton University.
Two and IIhalf billion dollal'S were
given to universities and colleges
last year by private donors, and 25
percent of that total was given by non.
alumni individuals. Kenyon received
only 10 to 15percent of its donations
from non-alumm.
Kenyon is seeking to cultivate
major gifts by first locating potential
donors, informing them of the
college's programs, and making
them interested in Kenyon's future.
The "Kenyon Today" conference,
organized by Douglas Givens,
Kenyon's Assistant Director of
Development, Is the first step in Ibis
endeavor.
Theeonference's agenda includes
examinations of the IPHS, the OO~
Campus Activities Program in
PsycholOflY, and pUlel discussions
with faCUlty ancIstudenta.
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The Problem Of Pets
,
/
NOYeIIlber '0 1175
Exceptfor W. C. Fields and his followers, few will deny that animals can be
charming domestic companions. Each year students adopt a marvelous
variety of friends. The college, however, wants to keep the community a
healthy, clean and safe place in which to live. For these reasons, students are
forbidden to have pets. This policy is eminently sound. An open door to
wildlife in Kenyon's dormitories would have detrimental results.
Unfortunately, the matter of having pets in Gambier is considerably complex.
It is inaccurate to assume that students simply go about violating the rules
as their fancy moves them. Stray animals, either owned or let-go by Gambier
residents, will wander into dormitories andin the end, endear themselves to
students. No one ne~d ask why this is so. In many cases the outcome is'
certain. The pet problem has more to do with warm hearts than outright
disobedience. "
The case of Holly Macissac's cat, shot by Security, is outrageous to some.
But more than anything else, it is sad. Killing animals is inhumane. Security
seems not to have cared about the cat. The Housing Office, once informed of
the situation, had a legitimate right'to remove it. The restofthe story is about
insensitivity and ultimately, cruelty.
Doubtless, having pets inGambier will contlhue to rear its head as a vexing
issue. Humane concern is very much in order.
-Jesse Colin Young---
The Money He Costs, Us
_________________ DAVIDLYNN-
Remaining in step with Kenyon
tradition, the Student Council Social
Committee is once again relieving
itself of, squandering it if you will, an
enormous sum ofmoney Cor a single
concert. Jesse Colin Young will be
performing here on November 15
soley because the Social Committee
deems it important to have a big
name appear at Kenyon. This will
cost the Social Committee, i.e.. the
students, more than three-quarters
ofits exceedingly large budget of ten
thousanddoUars. The concert itself
will run ten thousand dollars; the
Committee hopes to make up the
difference in ticket sales. Those are
high hopes.
Jesse CoUn Young is a nne
performer, but aDY concert at
Kenyon, be it rock, jazz, classical,
or country will only attract a certain
portion oCthe campus. To feel that we
are obliged to pay fantastic fees for
entertainers just because schools~
-M.A.W.
A Speedy Recovery
Last Thursday, October 30, Professor of Mathematics Daniel Finkbeiner
was rushed to Mercy Hospital in Mt. Vernon after having ~uffered a massive
coronary attack that evening.
Professor Robert McLeod, department chairman, reported that Dr.
Finkbeiner "has been feeling considerably better these last two-cays. He's
reached the point of wanting to read, and his appetite is getting better."
AccordingtoMcLeod, "thedo.ctors were encouraged, "but, he added, "it's
still rather early to make any long range estimate."
We wish Dr. Finkbeiner a speedy recovery.
with significantly higher budgets can
do so, is a betrayal of our needs with
our limited budget. The Social
'Committee has access to many times
the funds of other student
organizations that consistently
provide enterainment Cor the
community. To spend those funds
primarily in a single evening cannot
be fair or productive.
A standard criticism of life in
Gambier is the paucity of social
activities-imagine for a moment
the potential for social events if the
Committee were to spend one
thousanddoIlarsforten weekends in
the semester rather than ten
thousand dollars in one evening.
-It Is to be hoped that a first order of
business for the r . Student Council
administration wtn. be a re-
examination of this chronic mistake
and that direct action will be taken to
correct it.
-P.H.K.
President JordQIIwill holdopen office hours for students
on Monday, November 10, between 2:30 p.m. and 3:30
p.m., andon Thursday, November 13, between 9:00 a.m.
and 10:00 a.m.
Collegian Appoints Four
To Editorial Board
Letters
To The
Editor
To tbe Editor:
I was happy to read that David
McDonough still found humor in the
Kokosinger Concert Cor the
Illumination of Old Kenyon, even
th0UBhit " ... somehow managed to
walk the line between vulgarity and
bad taste." I would like to remind
him that the Kokosingers will
present a Fall Concert injected with
adoseoCthatsamehumoron Friday,
November 14, at7:15, in Rosse Hall.
Richard E. Edstrom, Jr.
Kokosinger Music Director
The editors of Hilla ibvite the
entire Kenyon community to help us
in broadening the scope and
enriching the quality of your
magazine. We hope to produce the
bestpossibleHikaandin order to do
so we need your help, t.e., your
submissions. To that end we are
soliciting original poetry, fiction,
dramatic aceneea.. translations,
essays on contempo;'ary fiction and
poetry, and graphic art work,
including photography. Submissions
will be judged and selected for
publication 'anonymously, the
author's name being covered from
the editorial staff.
As managing editor, Iwould like to
state that all submissions will be
judged as proCessionally as possible,
with critical fairness and personal
impartiality. Please submit, and
withold judgement until you have
given th~syear's RIka a enance to
prove itself.
Information concerning the details
of submission wtll be found
in Newseope.
-Inside Senate-----------------
Karla J. Lowe
The ETS Dissonance SurveyAt last Monday's Collegian
editorial board meeting, Matthew
Winkler, Editor-in-Chief. announced
three appointments to editorial
!;!Ositions.
Peter Kobn, '78, has been named to
the No. 2 position of Managing
Editor. Kolm occupied several
writing and editorial positions on the
Princeton (N,J.l high school
newspaper', including an Editor-in-
Chief his Junior year, and Student
Advisor his Senior year. In addition
to his dutie~ as Managing Editor,
Kahn will retain his job as the
Collegian's Business Manager.
David McDonough has the
distinction of being appointed News
Editor two months into his Freshman
year. At the Trinity School in New
York City, McDonough served on
the newspaper for four years, and
was Editor-in-Chiefhis Senior year.
Patricia Gallagher, '78, has been
promoted to Photography Editor. An
editor of her Yearbook at the
Lakeside School in Seattle,
Washington, Gallagher began her
involvement in Photography shortly
before coming to Kenyon last year.
She spent one month last_summer at
Apeiron, an intensive photography
workshop in New York.
Tom Hinckley, '76, )oms Rich
West, David Lynn, and Steven Lebow
as a Contributing Editor. He served
as Editor-in-Chief on Hiram
College's newspaper, before
transferring to Kenyon last year. A
film afficionado, Hinckley's movie
reviews appear in the Collegian
every week.
Senate has recommended to the
administration the purchase of the
ETS goals dissonance survey. The
'decision to recommend the survey
was not an easy one for Senate, as
many members felt even in voting
that they were not well enough
acquainted with the survey to support
its purchase. "The're are some
weaknesses in the instrument that]
see," said Lilah Pengra, faculty
senator, "butthenlhaven't seen any
others." . .
Matthew Freedman, '78, the only
senator to vote against the
recommendation, is concerned with
the validity or the test. "I'd like to
-:---------------------~------PAUL IOCHEL-
gather dust on a shelf," he noted.
Clifford Weber eventually
btought debate on the matter to a
close by suggesting that, tbough it is
not certain what the results of the
survey might indieate, the
ad,ninistration certainly has nothinS
to lose in purchasing it. "it every
$500 that the college spends was
accompanied by as much
deliberation as this sum, the college
wouldn't spend any money. . .Iwould
say that the disadvantages are
comparatively minor," The lurvey
will be administered as soon as
possible, so tbat Senate can use the
analysis in further diflClission.
hear other people's reactions-
other institutions that have used it,"
he said.
DeanSusan Givens suggested that
reports from other institutions
might not be as useful as it would
seem. "Itdependsonifwhat we want
is exactly what they wanted," she
observed. Dean Givens also stressed
that "It is not a test, you can't be
rightor wrong on it, it's a matter of
opinions."
Dean Edwards wondered how the
analysis and interpretations of these
opinions will be used. "There is a
chance that when the fmal analysis is
made, it is something' that could
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By PETER MEYER
~'hile squeezing tomatoes in
bier'svUIage Market recently,
overhead a conversation which
trubed me. Two gentlemen were
cussing UJestate of winter squash
the world, and one of the topics
l' lighted on was the plight of New
arkCity.
seeing eye-to-eye on the subject,
eytfidn't spend much time on it, but
tr common viel"POint was one I
ve heard espoused from an
creasing number of corners in
ent weeks.
This attitude is essentially .as
!lows:Why should I,a frugal, hard-
~rking taxpayer from Anytown,
'~':~;S:~:~~:v~:n~~~~r~ ~::~to~
nw Vork City? Chancellor
hmidt's fears aside, there is no
rthly reason why-in the eyes of
he average non-New York
merican-theBiJZ Apple, inhabited
elusively by Blacks, Jews,
puerto Ricans, heroin addicts and
arbage collectors who earn $18,000
~eryear, sbouldbe allowed to faU to
The Big Apple Over A Barrel
the ground and there rot quietly. The
thought of her r-eceiving her just
deserts as a result of her utter!-
disregard for the principles or
practices of fiscal responsibility has
warmed many a heart between
Bangor and Burbank.
The problem with this attitude is
that denying aid to N.Y. flies in the
face of what is fast becoming an
estabijshed fact of American life.
Farm price supporifi, the oil
~arying Degrees Of Success
The Cherry Orchard In Gambier
In an ambitious endeavor, the
Kenyon ccneee Dramatic Club
presented Anton Chekhov's Tbe
CherryOreblirdat Hill Theater this
pastweekend. The play will continue
this coming weekend, with
performances or November 6, 7 and,.
The Cberry Orchard, along with
theimpressive performance by the
New York Chamber SoIists two
weeks ago, mitigated the cultural
starvation that' marked (perhaps
even tainted) early autumn in
Gambier. Although the Kenyon
production of The Cberry Orebard
doesnot match the purity and polish
of the Chamber Soloists'
performance, it is nevertheless a
welcome change from the
homogeniety that all too often
characterizes Kenyon weekends
(l.e., the processional march from
beer, to football, to beer, to movies,
to the library).
The plotofTbe Cberl7 Orebard is,
in itself, largely mundane. In its
By TOM BlKC!!
crudest form, the play revolves
around a simple economic
transaction-the auctioning orf of
Madame Ranevsky's (Susan James)
estate (which includes the cherry
orchard). Since the play lacks
mystery or suspense, the audience's
attention Is directed toward ~e
peculiar actions and relationships
among the characters themselves.
The success of the play ultimately
hinges upon the amount of intrigue
and enterainment the actors and
actresses manage to emanate from
their respective characters. The
cast responded to this challenge with
varying degrees of success.
The performances by Kathleen
Kirk (Anya) and Susan James
(Madame Ranevsky) were
commendable. The particularly
difficult parts of Leonid Gael' (John
Gillis) and Boris 5enyonov-Pishchik
(Scott Klavan) oscillated somewhat,
but were for the most part very good.
At times, however, especially
during the first two acts, the play
came dangerously close to
propelling cneenov'e The CherI')'
Orcbard into that unacclaimed
school of somniferous drama. The
deliberate yawns, clearing of throats
and cougbtng of the characters were
all too often echoed by the audience.
It would appear, however, that the
fault was not entirely the actors,
since the nature of the play called for
a certain amount of stretching and
oozinginandoutofchairs. Where the
play seemed to blatantly fail,
however, was in the moments of
-comedy intended by Chekhov, but
not provided adequately in certain
instances by the actors. With the
exception of the Tim Conway-like
strut of the oldman Feers (played by
Jonathon Trumber) the characters
rarely created a sense of delight to
relieve the audience. Instead, an
omnipresent feeling of sobriety
pervaded the play.
One o/the noticeable highlights of
the play was the colorful and varied
depletion allowance, and the recent
aid to the shipping industry are some
of the better-known results of
i. begging expeditions to Washington.
s. The proposed water tower for
~ Gambier is to be Itnanced not byi raffles or bake sales or town fairs,
~ but by Good Ole' Uncle Sam in the
form of a low interest F.H.A. loan.
Hitting the Federal Government for
financing, lately for private groups
as well as communitites, is quietly
becoming as American as apple pie.
The citY of New York, fora variety
of reasons, most of which are much
more complicated than simple fiscal
mismanagment, is unable to pay its
debts. Mayor Beame's reaction is to
take tin cup in hand and bead south-,
where we have recently learned, it
will be at least partially filled. In so
doing, Beame is pushing to an
extreme, apractice of which we are
all beneficiaries to one extent or
another. A water tower for Gambier
is a far cry from the demands of
Manhatten, but in their consideration
of the role of tbe Federal
Governmental'. tooth-fairy supreme,
their requests differ only in scale.
What is called for is clear. We
need to carefully consider the role of
the Federal Government as
dispenser of our collective money.
Most importantly, we need to
consider the consequences of such a
practice in a country which has
always placed such a high premium
on individual initiative and ingenuity
at all levels. The raising of money
for whatever reason has always been
an important, intergral part of the
focus of efforts for change in
America. Toalter so fundamentally,
the ways and means by which money
is made available to us, is not
something which we as a nation can
slip into without some expectations
of fundamental alterations in the
basic fabric of our society.
Toargue against aid to New York
City on the basis of her fiscal
profligacy is to miss the point. The
increasing role of the Federal
Government as chief bursar is an
issue we are going to have to deal
with sooner or later. Unless the
Federal Government comes to the
aid of its economic centers, city
finances will hitapoint of no return.
Kathleen Kirk, SUan James and Sara Raub in 'The Cberry Oretiard'
costuming provided by designer wrote that "true happiness consists
Marilyn Kollar. (Especially in in establisbing a perfect equilibrim
comparison to the blue jeans-rugby betweenthepower andthe will." The
sblrtlookusuallyfoWidon students). Kenyon College Dramatic Club's
Often, as in the case or Varya (sarah production of The_CherI')' Orchard
Rausch), the housekeeper, the dress was an ambitious attempt, but
superbly complemented the part and ultimately Wlfulfilling. In the final
rnadeaconslderablecontributionto analysi·s, although at times
the effectiveness of the play. excellent, the performance did not
Overall, The Cberry Orchard satiate a famished Gambier; but (as
never fully blossomed, butitdid have Rousseau might have said), mar only
facets thatOourished. Rosseau once have whetted its appetite.
-FilmsInReview-------------------------------
Python And The Grail: Zaniness Can Be A Fine Comic Art, But ...
THOMAS HlNCKLEY--·
MonQ' P)rtbon and The HoI,' Grail
first appeared in the summer. A
summer that was particularly
disappointing, for some very good
films suffered quick and
undeserved deaths at the hands of a .
trivial piece about a giant
mechanical shark. Against WIS
background came the comedy group
Monty Python with a film they
claimed would set cinema back 900
years. Obviously the intent was to
meet the toothy competitor on its own
ground. Now, several months later,
both are still playing at first run
houses.
While a saUre on the cinematic
conventions of the wide· screen epic
coupled with a stab at British
mythology may not be particularly
relevant to galloping innation and
CIA revelations, it certainly is a
blessed relief. .
The comedy of Monty python IS
rooted in anarchy. Thl'fe is no cow so
sacred that It cannot be exploited for
the sake of absurdity. The only
boundary for Monty pylhon is
imagination.
While this idea can fail, as it often
does on Monty python's T.V. sho",",
The Hob' Grail shoWS clearly that
tanlness can be a (me comic art. It
takes wit t& play the fool. The Holy
Grail is not without its naws.
PerhaPs the major weakness of
Tbe Hol)' Grail 18 in its failure to
make a lasting impression on i!s
audience. Alfred Hitchcock once said
that a director was cheating his
audience if a film could not hold up
under a secood viewing. If anything,
the viewer should get more the
secood time around.
The structure ofTha HoI,' Grail is
such that it has no structure. It is
simply a series of fWiny bits strung
together. They could be cut and
rearranged in any number of ways
and still yield the same effect of the
orginal. Because of the diffuse and
fragmentary treatment afforded to
structure, The Holy Grail lacks the
strength and compulsion of a
controlled, sustained, satiric piece
such as Dr. Strancelove. In it,
Kubrick was able to make his
characters as grotesque as possible
because of their integration into a
tight plot that literally threatens to
blow up at any second.
The characters in TIle HoI,' GndI,
or perhaps Monty Python In general,
lacks personality. King Arthur is
memorable only because he wears
the crown. Otherwise, he is .as
befuddled as aoyor all of his knights
(who in tum are all befuddled in the
same way.) While this makes for
some good comic incidents, on the
whole they are vacuous and easily
forgotten compared to such groups
as the Marx Brothers or even the
Firesign Theater.
The major success of The HoI,'
Grail lies in situations. The
complications of the search for the
Grail are sometimes bizarre,
usually ridiculous, always insane.
The major source of comedy is the
juxtaposition of the expansive
romanticism of the epic. bod\ in
literature and on film, with the
reality of human nature and the bleak
physical reality of the Middle Ages.
Slapstick in the civilized twentieUJ
century may include pummelling, a
kickinthepantsora few pies. In UJe
Middle Ages of Monty PYthon it's
severed limbs, vicious rabbits and
lots of red ~tuff. With shocking
realism, in one scene, a small/
village is shown in the gripes of
plague. The mood of squalor Is
carefully built with the diseased,
exiled populace barely surviving in
OItby makeshift mud huts. Suddenly a
pristine King Arthur jogs down the
path. "Must be the king," says ooe
villager. "Why d'ya say that?"
"Because he isn't covered with
shit."
At its best, Tbe HoI,' Grail
sparkles with more mirth in two
hours than the whole of Peter
Bogdanovich's Streisand vehicles.
As a comic group, Monthy Python
displays a nair for invention
equalled or surpassed by very few
today. Terry Gilliam and Terry
Jones, the members of Monty Python
credited with directing The 8017
Grail, are ::ompetent if not yet
polished. They have a nair for visual
satire and allow the camera to do
much of the work conveying it. The
most encouraging thing about Tbe
Hol7 Grail is the abundant potential
for Monty python in film. Maybe next
Ume they'll take on. the robot denizen
of the deep on the screen, as well as
in the box office.
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people. "Americans should have
more of an Opportunity to do their
:II own thing. There should be lesst government in many areas and less
II. government interference with
! private efforts. Communities should
of be able to take more initiatives," he
said.
We should "stop creating
bureaucrats," TaCt said, and
"examine the waste in existing
agencies." Deregulation would be "a
desfrabla and necessary goal" and in
addition, would be a money saver.
TaCt explained how he recently
introduced a bill calling for
regulatory reform.
By FRED LEWYN
Amid the political controversy
over New York City's financial woes,
Ohio senior Senator Hobert Taft (H)
predicts no immediate legislation to
help ease NewYork's crisis. "I just
don't think that bail-out legislation
willpass the Congress," Taft told a
small gathering last Friday night in
the Biology Auditorium.
A Warning
"This crisis should be a warning
to other city or state governments to
budget themselves more carefully in
the future, "he said. Taft also called
the banks "lax" in watching the
city's fina!1ces.
Taft called bankruptcy laws totally
- "inadequate" and said that they
should be revised. He questioned
New York's spending policies,
specifically citing the plethora of
half-filled hospitals and asked why
some had not been dosed. Aid to New
York, said 1;'aft, would be unfair to
other cities, because it would hurt
their bond selling.
Nevertheless, Taft expressed
distress about the size of
government and its effects on the
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During thee.speech, he criticized
the Civil Aeronautics Board, saying
it stifled competition. Without the
CAB, according to Taft, there would
be less dirricuIty in that industry and
lower fares.
. In his opeiting comments, Senator
TaCt recalled his father's famous
speech at Kenyon thirty years ago, in
which Sen. Taft 51'. opposed the
TaftintbeBio. Auditorium last week. Nuremburg Trials.
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Across from W•• ·• Mark.t
By JOAN SCHAFFNER dance, and in addition to teaching
.classes at Kenyon, leads a dance
company in Columbus.
Classes are held every Monday
and Wednesday, from 3:00 to 4:30, in
the Drama Annex, and are open to
everyone. Exercises, basic
techniques, and choreography are
taught. The motives of the students
involved in dance are varied. Some
participate because "it's a way to
relax~ndlearn about your body." A
member of the -lacrosse team dances
"to become more agile, to define
movements and to become quicker-."
Of the twenty-.five people attending
the dance workshops, "there are
four guys and 1 wish there were
more," said Mark Holub, one of the
Company's dancers.
The programs (or upcoming shows
are indefinite this far in advance;
however, a three-day Dance Festival
in the spring is one idea under
consideration. Several Ohio dance
companies would be invited to
participate in workshops, as well as
performances. Looking into the
more distant future, questions have
been raised concerning the academic
status of dance at Kenyon. Currently,
no official credit is given for work
done in dance. The possibility of
accrediting dance courses or of the
creationofa major in dance, is now
being investigated.
The Dance Company of Kenyon
College,arelatively new addition to
Gambier life, will be presenting
winter and spring performances this
year. Aside from ilts major
productions, the Dance Club is
unknown to many Kenyon students.
The Company is now financed
through Student Council and operates
under the direction of "The Dance
Machine", a small administrative ~
board. This group is composed of
four students and Maggie Patten, the
company's dance instructor. Ms.
Patten studied dance at Ohio State
University, has her masters-in
INTERNATIONAL
CAREER?KIIROY'$
MARKET
392·5981
8 A.M.-12 P.M. DAilY
8 A.M.·9'P.M. SUN.
520 E. GAMBIER A reprelentalive
will be on the Cllmpul
TUESDAY
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advanced Sludy lit
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Ice Groceries Mixes
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Jimmy Whig,
Arnie Brav
Present Music;
Comedy In Rosse
Saturday
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CARRY-OUT
397·7686
8-1 A.M. DAll Y
8 A.M.-9 P.M. SUN.
204 W. CHESTNUT
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This Saturday, November 8th the
Social Committee will present Arnie
Brav and Jimmy Whig in a "music
:~t;:''::~~'~o~i:~o~~~.el~~~ ~~~~:
a versatile singer-guitarist from
Cincinnati, will play blues and folk
music. The featured performer,
Jimmy Whig, a comedian who has
recently been on tour with George
Carlin, will highlight the program.
Whig has appeared on- the Mike
Douglas Show, in the current running
film, "Cooley High", and in
nightclubs and colleges across the
country. Whig is well~established in
his field and has performed
alongside such stars as Sammy
Davis, Jr. and Tony Curtis.
AMERICAN GRADUATE SCHOOL
,Of ;NTERNATtONAL MANAGEMENT
ThUnderbird C.mlMl_
Gle.dele, ArIIO". 85306
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,THE KENYON COLLEGIAN p... ,
Lords Prove Stubborn In q!udging Loss
To Davidson College, 1'4-10 .
8, B1CIL\R.D IIILLIGAN
aDd IOHN Eo VAN DOORN
Kenyon College gained national
recognition last week from the bigbly
publicized marriage of Kenyon
graduate, and ex·football player,
RickSolomanandskatingstar, Janet
Lynn. On the negative side, Sports
Dluatrated earried an article in its
"SCorecard" section praisillg the
Yeoman ofQberlin for their spirited
victory over Kenyon two weeks ago.
Further attention was dra,.-n to
Kenyon by Davidson, laet week's foe.
Davidson received the dubious honor
of beillg· named the worst DIvision I
football team in the country by a wire
service poll. Following
embarrassing lessee to more "
powerful DIvision I teams, Kenyon
was expected to provide an easy
victory for the Davidson squad which
hadn't won a game all season. \
Such was not the case. Kenyon's
determined defense led the way as
the Lords grudgingly submitted to a
14-1010s,. Davidsoo was held to only
138 yards total offense by the
swarming Kenyon defense. Tbe
Lords gambled and frequenUy
blitzed linebackers. That afternoon,
the Davidson quarterbaek was saced
seven times fat a totaLof 63 years in
losses.
Tbe offensive performance was
,less commendable. Although the
play·ealling was more imaginatiV8'
and diverse than it had been in
previous weeks, numerous
turnovers cost the Lords the e.
8roztemu (33), Northctltt (57), llartin (15)ud Medler (17) eonYerp on
I.... ball 1ft Kenyon's 14-10 defeat to Da'litllllonColleee last saturday.
On the day, the Lords committed a seniors who played their last home
total or s&Ven offensive miseues. game Saturday at McBride field.
Young qaarterbaek Terry Broc's They are: Mark Leonard, Bruce
lack of experience was evidenced by Broxterman, Denny Hall, George
his six interceptions, tieing the Guzakus, Rusty Cunningham, Dan
Ken.yonrecord held by Pat Clements. Bjlend, Giovanni DiLalla, and
Despite these errors, the Lord injured players Pat White and Rich
offense showed signs of life. Tigbt- Levengood. The Davidson. loss
end Mark Leonard m"l.de his first evened the seniors' career record at
touchdown reception of the season 16 wins, 16 losses and 2 ties. A win
capping the only successful Ken.yon Wi> saturday at Centre (Kentucky)
drive. would provide a satisfying final note
Kudos 0 to the nine radua' to their careers.
•
New Athletic Facilities On The Horizon
Tbe need for better athletic
facUities at Kenyon is now under
serious scrutiny. A recent progress
report submitted by the Board of
Trustees indicates the direction of
the project: "the major focus is on
multi-purpose use ofan areas," with
the projected einpbasis being on
"individual activity regardless of
the numbers participating."
Vice-president McKean is bl
charge or the initial stage of the
project and Is currently inquiring
about a number of possible
arehitectural firms. However,
completion of the eonstructioo will
notcpmefor at least several years,
, sincetogatherthenecessary capital
By GERARD IACANGELO
funds will take some time and, at
present, the renovation of Rosse Hall
and the construction of the new
theater have priority.
equipment will include telescopic
bleachers and portable staging for
College Functions.
OUtdoor facilities are also getting
some attention. A need has been
established for the reconstruction of
Falkenstine Field and a new modern
outdoor track to encircle McBride
Field. Finally, to satisfy anticipated
student demand, four
handball raquetball courts are
. areexpectedtobe built. Mr. McKean
states that a major advantage to the
whole plan is thatitis coordinated so.
that each facility can be inserted
independently when convenient, and
as funds become available.
Now, immediate needs are being
satisfied with budget funds.
Spec1fically, the plan calls for a
remodeling of Wertheimer Field
House and the construction of a
Recreation Center. Both will have
multi-purpose synthetic floors, and
will be able to accommodate a
variety of sports such as tennis,
gymnastics, and volleyball in
addition to existing activities. The
Recreation Center may be connected
toWertheimer and will be available
for varsity Jlthletic contests sueh as
basketball llnd wrestling. New
Soccer Season Ends
-'
With Sloppy Performances
I
,~ A Kenyon soccer season,
beginning· '¥lth bright hopes that
slowly withered away, ended
saturday on a dismal I1'ote.The Lords
concluded their season with three
sloppy performances: two resulting
in losses and one resulting in a mild
upset.
- They first played a team from
Baldwin.Wallace, who rightf~ly
expected to be in"for an easy game;
they had played evenly with Mt.
Union, a team that defeated Kenyon
11-1. BW, however, bad as much
difficulty generating a concerted
attack as did the Lords and ended up
on the bottom end of a 3-2 overtime
score.
Kenyon first scored on a shot by
Bob O'Connor that eluded the grasp
of the- goalie. After both teams
displayed some more of the sloppy
play that characterized the game,
BW managed to tie the game 1-1 at
halftime. Still accomplishing little
ball movement, Kenyon (en behind 2·
1. Then, on a spectacular shot, sandy
Podmaniczky kicked a corner kick
that curved past the goalie and was
caught by an opposing defender. His
efforts were in vain as the ball had
alreadycrossedthegoalline to knot
the game at two apiece. Jim Crowley
scored the winning goal six minutes
into an overtime period.
The Lords then finished their
.season with losses to "'abash Ilnd
DePauw. The Wabash game started
out similarly to the BW game. With
neither team movi.nR the ball
87 CHUCK SCHUSSHEIM.
Development of the lower airport
fields for recreation and practice is
nearly complete and a new dividing
curtain has been installed in the
fieldhouse.
That the project is "envisioned to
reflect student Intereats" can be
attributed to the cooperation of
students and faCUltyin the planning of
the student athletic survey last
sprtng.Accol'dingto Mr. John Ward
who was a key flgUre in Its operation
and analysis, the survey emphasized
a "statedneedforbetter gymnasium
facilities." It was with this survey
that justification was made for the
athletic department's requests tothe
trustees.
efficiently, Wabash struck, but Jim
Crowley tied the score on a free kick.
The teams exchanged some good
.scoring opportunities before the half
ended. The second half belonged to
Wabash; attacking with the wind at
their backs, they penetrated at will,
slammillg shot after shot at goalie
Paul Abbey. When the Kenyon
defense managed to clear the ball,
the Wabash defenders were waiting
at midfield and sent the ball back into
the Kenyon zone. Wabash tallied
twice and barely missed on several
other occasions, winning the game 3·
1.
Kenyon's fmal game came on
SaturdaymorningagainstDePauw, a
team that came in after a poor
season. Their fortune was better
than that of the Lords, as they started
play with an incredible wind that was
as effective in moring the ball
towards the Kenyon goal as .. ere the
DePauw players. They jumped out to
a 3·0 halftime lead. Kenyon then took
their side of the field, but the gusts
had died down considerably and
Kel1)'ononly managed to play evenly
with the firea up team from DePauw.
Only a second halfgoal by Tom Tach,
which he picked off from a D.P.
defender and drove hom, avoided the
Lords' last game ending in a shut out.
The final score was 3-1 and Ken.yon
finished with four wins and nine
losses, one of the team's poorest
records of recent years.
The team should, nevertheless, be
commen~ed for their spirited play . It
would not have been hard for them to
give up after the starting ranks were
depleted by injuries and their post-
season hopes were concomitantly
dashed. But they stuck together and
fought hard for almost every ball,
encouraging each other on the field
as well as from the sidelines.
Finally, we can look forward to next
season. Although Paul Abbey, Jim
Crowley, Rich Hilskell, and Sandy
Podmanicsky have completed their
soccer careers, there Is mucb talent
remaining on the team. U returning
players can avoid injuries and a
game style can be developed to'make
use of the team's talent, we certainly
ean expect better results in the
season to come.
,The'Field Hockey Wrap-Up
87 CINDY PEARSALL Women
My asslgJimentbeillgtowrite a wrap-up article for the field hockey team, t T k Ch
thQU&btit might beappropriate to relay somecommellts from the big dle.ese a e arge
herself coach Kar;en Burke. 1 trudged down to the lonely fieldhouse f¥ou
know-the bq white building out there In thewilderness below the Hill), and to I
my dismay,.MIss Burke was a,,:,,! at a volle>:ba~1game. . .
So I trudged back up to civilization, resJ.gJUng myself to WrIting Ibe
standard wrap·up article. It didn't take long to formulate one:
The field hockey team had the best seasOll or any Kenyoo team this tali.
(Please note the foreceful, attention-grabbtng opening line.) Their final 81 DO olEFI'ERS
recant was 4-3·2. (Agood article mustgive the facts.)Tbey played in the state
tounuuneutfor the firsttime this year, bu.tlbeydid not fare well. They were Lastsaturday, the Kenyon Women',
slalllbtered by Bowling Green 2·1, with Pam ZimmermlUl scoriDg the one Swim Club won their first meet of th'
goal and they were trouneed by Miami University 2·0. (A little violence season. holdilw: off Capital's varsit)
al...ysspteesupaborlnearticle.)Allillall, thefieldbockey team hadafair1J' squad, 55-49, at Shaffer. .
good season. The Ladles were paced by double-
Yet,lrealizedthat no one would read such a dull article, so Idecided to winner Mary Van Doorn in the 50 yarel
share some comments with you, straight from the team Itself. Here they backatrokeand Ibe100 yard butterfly;
are-the answers given by several members of the field hockey team (all and Betty Doyle, who swept the 100,
those whowere ill their rooms whUe Iwas writing this article) tothe question: 200 and 400·yard freftt,.le events.
"What did you think of the field hockey team's season this year?" Jennifer Luker, Anne Griffin, and
"Ob no! My name looks horrible mprint- just like my picture. Call Ellen Julie Stem also turned in seoring
LIP; ahe mJahttjave one. Or Buffy. Sorry." "Oh. Well ... wn.lthougIi,tit waa a effo~ in at least two events, and
good s88soo.1 thought we did pretty well. We tied Wooster. and that was never. ,several Kenyon swil?mers posted
done before and we beatOhio Wesleyan, and that was never done before. Miss their best efforts of thiS season.
Burkels~wntosaylhatanyonecanbeaianyoneonagiven da)'. Anyway, we Capital woo both relays, but was
don'Ueelbad about it." "Oh dear! What should I say? My back hurts from unable to CaPture enough individual
being a hermit crab. I can't say that. What should I tell her? events to o~ertake Kenyon, as the
Um.••um..•ab ... Db•.. What should Isay about t!le hockey team': Whatdi~, I.~ Ladles dommated all but three of
about it? 1want to say something good about it. Oh, I don t know. You them.
Shouldn:taakme,youshouldaskHeather. She had some good ones. Oh bell, The Ladies are no~ 1-4, with one
I've eotaeoodooe for you. I've final1J' gotten all the splinteraout from sitting more~1 meet remainina bef?re the
on the be cb How'slbat'?" "Tbe season?1 think the most important thing to Women 8 Small College Championship
mewas':'t;" seemed to get along. I had pod feelings about the people. 1 meet at Denison, Nov. 15th. Itwill be at
neverhadbetter feelinl:a about a &eam. IIb1DIt we're all going to mlas it. 1 borne Saturday, Nov. 8th, againat
l.ikedbaviDgallthosefreshmensrowld.lmeanthey're lopmlltive. They bad Muaklncum at 10:3& a.m.
somucltap1rit.lo'tkDow. How've1OU been?" "I don't 1IdIIk l'dbeUer 10 out
nen:,..... •• "ltbOIIIbtU"aaO.K. Not!Iinegreat, butit was f\lD." "I toYed it. J
onlywbbicouldlaavestQedoutall aeaSOd. 1ttdnk It's OM otlbe besttbinl.1 .. ., p........ 'H .. 'a ... atart: ..... ,., ..........
ev... dldat~,andl'mlLlJ'8l'mgoingtomis.itaIot.J a1I'eacJ:II~. it."
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"TYPEWRITER
CO.
"For typewriter repairs
and service, contact
Harold Milligan."
llbone 397-8580
VEACH-HATFiElD, INC.
Our aim is simply to treat
our customers os we ourselves
.would like to be treoted.
For 'quality aotomotive service
at low cosl
flLMSat ROSS£t
It's A Gift. Directed by Norman Z.
McLeod. Screenplay by Jack
Cunningham from an original
story dialogue by Charles Bogie (W.
C. Fields) and J. P. McEvoy. With W.
C. Fields, Kathleen Howard, Baby
Leroy, Tom Bupp and Morgan
Wallace. 1934, B & W, 73 min.
It has been argued that W. C.
Fields never made a perfect film;
that the essence of his unique
absurdity was never fully
translatable to the restricted idiom
of Hollywood production. By nature,
it is claimed, he was a pure
vaudevillian whose trademarks-
improvisation, unpredictability and
mumbling incoherence-were not
easily adaptable to studio
production. Be that as it may, the
spirits of Fields were never'.better
distilled on film than in his It's A
Gilt.
Telling the story of Harold
Bissonette, a New Jersey grocer,
who trades his work-a-day business
for the promised-land prospects of a
California orange grove, the film
boasts the supporting talents of
several Fields veterans-Baby
Leroy, Kathleen Howard and Morgan
Wallace-and the practiced
direction of Norman McLeod
(Monkey Business, Horse Feathers,
Topper). Fields himself, however, is
clearly the dominating element ip
this film, his own 100-proof comedy
pervades throughout. For that
reason alone, comic perfection was
never so near. The pure blend of
pathos and idiocy which is W. C.
Fields makes It's ACilta beautifully
bottled sample of his best stuff.
Knife in the Water_ Poland, '1962,94
min. Directed by Roman Polanski.
Black and White, subtitled.
Roman Polanski, now firmly
established as a major directorial'
talent (Rosemary's Baby. Repulsion,
and C,binatown), achieved
international acclaim with his first
feature, Knife in the Water. The plot
is sup.erficially simple. A suburban
couple ona yachti~ weekend pick up
a hitchhiker, who eventually comes
with them on the boat. On the water
temperamental differences begin to
tell and grow intC!tit~ous tensions.
Competition betw"§~pjee. two men
mounts, but the ntilJ.l ending leaves
the victor and the future uncertain.
Winner of the Interne9QrraJ Film
Critics' Award, and acclainied in
America by the New York Times,
Newsweek and Time Magazine, to
name a few, this memorable film
marks the brilliant debut of one of the
top filmmakers working today.
Animal Farm. Directed by John
Halas and Joy Batchelor. Screenplay
based on the novel by George Orwell.
Animated. 1954, color, 75 min.
Breaking newground, this British
production of George Orwell's
.Animal Farm was the first feature
film to approach serious subject
matter through the relatively
.unexplcred medium of animation.
Throughout, Orwell's hitter
barnyard parable of the .Soviet
revolution is faithfully transcribed
to the screen, its setting, sequence
and dialogue preserved intact. For
their intelligent adaptation of the
novel, directors John Halas and Joy
Batchelor earned great critical
praise.
Watching Animal Farm today, it is
important to appreciate the
historical circumstances under
which it was conceived and produced
for from an artistic point of view; the
film "looks" strikingly unambitious
and somewhat boring. Handling
serious material, animators Halas
and Batchelor were treading in new
and seemingly dangerous waters; by
insisting on simple and understated
graphics, they were sacrificing
artistic innovation for a safe,
deferential interpretation of
Orwell's book. While it suffers
slightly as a work of animation,
Animal Parm is a film which, for its
literate interpretation and historic
achievement, makes for very
interesting fare.
Day of Wnth. Directed by Cad
Dreyer. Screenplay based on the
novel "Anne Pedersdotter" by
Items to be included in Along Middle
Path should be left in Donna
Schoenegge's mailbox in the S.A.C.
no later than 4:30p.m. on the Friday
preceding publication.
Thursday, Nov. 6
9:00 a.m.-4:30 p.m.-Northwestern
Law School Group Meeting, Gund
Large Dining Room.
8:00 p.m.-The Cherry 'Orchard,
Hill Theater.
8:30 p.m.-George Gund Concert-c.
Elly Ameling (Soprano), Rosse Aud.
Friday, Nov. 7
4:00 p.m .."..Art Lecture, "Thera,
The Lost Atlllntis?: The
Excavations", Pro!. Ellen Davis,
Queens College, City University of
New York.
7:00 p.m. -Chasers Concert, Peirce
Lounge.
8:00 p.m.-The Cherry Orchard,
.' Hill Theafer.
8:00 p_m.-It's A Gift (film), Rosse
Aud.
10:00 p.m.-Knife In The Water
(film), Rosse Aud.
Saturday, Nov. 8
10:30 a,m.~Women's Swim Meet,
Schaffer PooL
1:30 p.m.-Football against Centre
"College, Centre, Kentucky.
7:30 p.m.~"Concert and Com'edy"
with Arnie Brav and Jimmy Whig,
presented by Social Committee.
Rosse Aud.
8:00 p.m.-The Cherry Orchard,
Hill Theater.
9:00 p.m. -Animal Farm«(iJm), Bio.
Aud.
10:00 p.m.-It's A Gift (film), Bio.
Aud.
Alon9 Middle Path
Sunday, Nov. 9"
8:00 p.m.~Knife In The Water
(film), Rosse Aud.
10:00 p.m. -Animal Farm (film).
Rosse Aud.
Monday, Nov. 10
7:00 p.m.-IFC Meeting, Lower
Dempsey Hall.
8:00 p.m. -c Sljde Lecture- "Land
and Man in the Middle East", Pro!.!
Bashur K. Nijim, Dept. at .
Geograph~1 Univ. of Northern Iowa.
Tuesday, Nov. II
7:00 p.m. - Volleyball against
Otterbein College and Denison Univ.,
Westerville, Ohio.
7:00 p.m.-Tutoring Program
Meeting, Bailey 10.
7:00p.m.-9:00 p.m.-Book Fair and
Traveling Cafe, Parish House.
7:00 p.m.-Chess Club Meeting,
Gund Dining Room.
8:00 p.m.-Lecture-"Catlin, an
Indian and Western American
painter", Mr. Jeff Way, Kenyon
Alumni, Bio. Aud.
Wednesday, Nov. 12
2:00 p.m..4:00 p.m.-Box Office
'opens FOR STUDENTS ONLY for
HumeCronyn Jessica Tandy "Many
Faces of Love", Hill Theater Box
Office and Student Center BoxOffice.
10:00 p.m.-Day of Wrath (film),
Rosse Aud.
Thursday, Nov. 13
2:00 p.m.-4:00 p.m.-Box Office
opens for GENERAL PUBLIC for
HumeCronyn Jes~ica Tandy "Many
Faces of Love", Hill Theater Box
Office and Student Center BoxOffice.
KNIFE IN THE WATER
coli 397-6101
500 HOHourt Rood
f'LVE:~ ~VE:
Custom Designed Jewelry
Handthrown & Built Pottery
Corner of East High & .GayStreets
MOUNT VERNON
11:00-5:30 Mondoy, Tuesdoy, Wednesdoy,
Fridoy ond Soturdoy Closed Thursdoy ond Sundoy
Weirs Jenssens. With Lisbeth
Movin, Thirkild Roose and Sigrid
Neilendam. 1943, B & W, 105 min.
The Danish director, Carl
Theodor Dreyer, 'was one of the great
masters of the cinema, whose films
are noted for their meticulous
,composition and the psychological
intensity of their performances. Day
of lYrath, considered by many to be
his masterpiece, concerns
accusations otwttehcrajt in a Danish
village in 1623. The village pastor
condemns an old woman to be
tortured and hurned at the stake as a
witch, but afterward he himself
becomes tortured by his action. lIis
young wife wishes him dead because
she is in love with his son, and when
he does die, she is accusedof being a
witch. Dreyer creates an almost
unbearable tension as the girl finds
that she is unable to defend herself
against the charge and becomes
increasingly more alone and fearful.
As Pauline Kael stated, Dreyer's
world" suggests a dreadful fusion of
Hawthorne and Kafka." The
photography and lighting by Carl
Anderson and Dreyer's
extraordinary sense, of composition
make many of the shots in the" film
. look like Rembrandt paintings.
HARDWARE, PAINTS, HOUSEWARES
AND LAWN SUPPLIES
VINE & MULBERRY STREETS
MOUNT VERNON, OHIO 43050
(614) 397-5747
833,,500_000
Unelaimed
Seholarships
Over $33,500,000 unclaimed scholarships, grants, aids; and
fellowships ranging from $50 to $10,000. Current list of
these sources researched and compiled as of Sept. 15, 1975.
UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS
11275 Massachusetts Ave., Los Al}gaies. CA 90025
o I am enclosing $9.95 plus $1.00 for postage and handling.--------------------------Compiled By DONNASCHOENEcGE PLEASE RUSH YOUR CURRENT LIST OF
UNCLAIMEO SCHOLARSHIPS SOURCES TD:
8:00 p.I\l.·10:00 p.m.-Introductory
lecture on Transcendental
Meditation, 102 Ascension.
8:00 p.m.c-Dpening night, "Little
Murders", Gambier Experimental
Theater production.
8:00 p.m.c-Lecture •'Natural
Philosophy at Kenyon!A Centennial
Lecture", Prof. Thomas A.
Greenslade, Jr., Kenyon Physics
Dept., ,Bio. Aud.
Name'__ ~~ __ ---~~---- _
Address; ~ ~----
City 1 State' Zip __
(California residents please "dd 6% sales tex.I
Brake job.
WEEKLY ACTIVITI~
Monday
4:15 p.m.-Collegian Editorial
Board Meeting. "
5:30 p·.m. -Japanese Table, Gund
Small Private Dining Room.
5:30 p.m.-French Table, Gund
Private Dining Room.
Don't come to
a dead stop!
Check your
brakes today.
• Check master eyl.
• Inspect bearings
• Repack frt. brgs.
• Inspect hardware
• Adjust prk. brake
• Inspect all seals
• Turn wheel drums
• Add brake nuid
• Road test your car
• InstaU shoes
• Rebuild wheel cy1.Tuesday
5:30 p.m.-Spanish Table, Gund
Private Dining Room.
5:30 p.m.-Modern Greek Table,
Gund Small Dining Room.
4 Drums 2 Discs, 2 Drums
5988 P.rt ••• dl.bo, 8988Wednesday
4:10 p.m.-Senate Meeting,
Ascension 109.
6:00· p.m.-Italian Table, Gund
Private Dining Room
Your choice: Suprenle brake shoes or disc 11 88
brake pads, reg. 16.99, 2-wheel set, exch. •
10 percent discount on labor
for all Kenyon Students
(Just show I.D.)
Thursday
5:30 p.m. -German Table, Gund
Private Dining Room.
806 Coshodon
Ph. 397·7522
Sunday
8:00 p.m.-Bridge Club, Gund
Private Dining Room.
